Os conteúdos conceituais de Inglês estão distribuídos em 2 frentes.

**Inglês - Extensivo**

A) Vocabulary; Articles; Synonyms; antonyms; Cognates; Comprehension Text; Adjectives; Homonyms; Geruns; The infinitive; Passive voice; Reported speech.

B) Pronouns; Present tense; Past tense; Future tense; Nouns; Interrogative words; Genitive case; If clauses; quantifiers; Prepositions; Adverbs; Modal verbs.; Question tag; Linking words; Determiners; Phrasal verbs.
Grammar I
(15 Aulas)
Personal Pronouns, (Subject Pronouns), Object Pronouns; The Simple Present Tense/The Present Continuous Tense; Possessive Adjectives/Possessive Pronouns; Simple Past and Present Perfect (Formação do Present Perfect e uso em ação repetida, uso com since e for, e com as expressões: so far, up to now, until now); Present Perfect II (Present Perfect com already, yet, ever, just); Reflexive and Emphatic Pronouns; Present Perfect Continuous and Past Perfect; The Indefinite Pronouns (Some, any, no, none e derivados de some, any e no); Simple Future and Immediate Future; Plural of Nouns I (Regras de formação do plural); Plural of

Grammar II
(17 Aulas)
Prepositions I (at, on, in); Prepositions II (for, to, by, through, across, over, above, under, below, until, as far as, between, among, about, but, beside, besides e outras preposições importantes); Indefinite Articles (a, an); The Definite Articles (the); The Comparison of Adjectives; The Superlative of Adjectives Irregular Comparison; Comprehension Texts (Testes de assimilação, aperfeiçoamento e aprofundamento); Ing Form (Gerund); Infinitive Comprehension Texts; Testes de assimilação, aperfeiçoamento e aprofundamento; Learning and Revising Vocabulary; Reported Speech I (Formação do Reported Speech); Reported Speech II (Exercícios); Learning and Revising Vocabulary I, II; Passive Voice I (Formação da Passive Voice);
Grammar III
(14 Aulas)
Quantifiers: Much Many A Lot of Little Few; The Relative Pronouns (who, that, whom, which, whose); Adverbs (types and position of adverbs); The Gender of Nouns; Modal Verbs I (can, could, may, might, should, ought to, must); Modal Verbs II (complemento); Question Tag/Tag Ending (Regra geral, special cases); Linking Words I (either...or, neither...nor, both...and, not only... but also); Linking Words II (adversativas, consecutivas, concessivas, explicativas, de acréscimo); Determiners; Phrasal Verbs I (Formação dos Phrasal Verbs); Phrasal

Text and Vocabulary
(16 Aulas)
Learning and Revising Vocabulary (Words related to health and medicine); Synonyms I and Antonyms; False Cognates; Comprehension Texts (Testes de assimilação, aperfeiçoamento e aprofundamento) Learning and Revising Vocabulary (Words related to the weather and to the physical world); Comprehension Texts (Testes de assimilação, aperfeiçoamento e aprofundamento); Learning and Revising Vocabulary (Words related to law and crime) Learning and Revising Vocabulary (Testes de assimilação, aperfeiçoamento e aprofundamento) Varieties in...